We i n v estigate the spin 1=2 fermions on quantum two spheres. It is shown that the wave functions of fermions and a Dirac Operator on quantum two spheres can be constructed in a manifestly covariant w a y under the quantum group SU(2) q . The concept of total angular momentum and chirality can be expressed by using q-analog of Paulimatrices and appropriate commutation relations.
The structure of quantum groups [1] [2] [3] often appears as hidden symmetry in physics. One of interests in the quantum groups is that we can describe quantum manifolds as a non-commutative geometry. [4] [5] [6] [7] The quantum manifolds have been studied as possible deformation of manifolds along with the geometrical understanding of the quantum groups. And that deformation can be used to generalize the ordinary notion of space(time) symmetry.
Recently, i t w as suggested that compact quantum manifolds can be used as an regularization of eld theories. It was shown [8] for the scalar eld on the quantum 2; 3 and 4 spheres [5] [9] that the number of wave functions can be nite when q is a root of unity (q l = 1 ) : The parameter l is determined by the ratio of the scale of the universe and that of the ultraviolet cut-o. Another attractive feature of the quantum spheres is the scale dependence. The eects of the deformed manifold are invisible at sucient l o w energy scale. In other words, the quantum manifolds might (eectively) describe the strong quantum uctuations of the manifolds in microscopic level, which can be smoothed out in our experimental scale.
Although the scalar elds on quantum spheres are constructed consistently, the consistency of the higher spin elds has not been clear. The construction of the higher spin elds is required for the full realization of the quantum eld theories on quantum spheres.
In this letter, we deal with the quantum S 2 and construct Dirac operators. The advantage of treating the quantum two sphere is that this manifold is not only the simplest compact quantum manifold in even dimensions where we can discuss the chiral fermions, but we can use well known properties of representation theories of quantum SU(2) q .
The algebra SU (2) 
A structure of a Hopf algebra is given by
Our convention of this structure describe the one of SU(2) q 1 in the convention of ref. [10] . The generators of SU (2) 
Kjj; m > = q m jj; m >; (4) where j m j; 2m 2j(mod2) and, 
We i n troduce coordinates of quantum sphere [5] as an spin 1 representation of SU(2) q which will be denoted by e m ; m= 1 ; 0 ; 1. The commutation relations among coordinates can be dened by requiring that total spin 1 states cannot be constructed out of the product of the coordinates, which implies 
The equation of the sphere can be expressed as e e = r 
The highest weight state of integer spin j can be written as jj; j >= a j e j 1 , where the coecient a j , which w e do not need to specify in this letter, can be determined from the haar measure [3] [11] [8] . The states jj; m > can be obtained by using a relation (3) . For example, the state jj; j 1 > is given by a j q 18) where we h a v e obtained the coecient b y acting J 0 to the highest weight state because the m dependence should be included only in the 3j-symbols. We can dene a second order Casimir operator by using J m as C = J J; (19) where the product is dened in (12) . By using (18) and relations 
We can nd that c m commutes with the radius r The other descendants can be derived by using a relation (3) .
We are going to consider the action of m on these states. Since m does not change bosonic spin and preserve SU (2) 
Note also that the operator O dened in (30) is no longer an identity operator. We obtain Ojj; j + 1 = 2 ; m> = q j j j; j + 1 = 2 ; m> ;
Ojj; j 1=2; m> = q j 1 j j; j 1=2; m> ; 
Before trying to construct a Dirac operator, we rst consider 5 ( 3 ). In two dimensions, we usually take i (i = 1 ; 2) as gamma matrices for the coordinates and 3 can be used as an 5 element. In our construction, we h a v e already used all the Pauli matrices. This fact implies that one of the matrices we h a v e used are redundant. As our 5 , w e are going to choose the matrix corresponding to the direction of the radius. In other words, we take 5 
Note also that the massive Dirac operator r + im no longer anticommute with 5 .
We h a v e constructed Dirac operator on the quantum two spheres. We expect that the elds with higher spins can be described using our approach. For physical application, the quantum four sphere is of particular interest. Indeed, there is no diculty to extend the result of this paper to the quantum four spheres. We will discuss this issue in a separate paper [15] .
